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ISTREET SOLUTIONS, AN SAP HOSTING PARTNER, ANNOUNCES 

ENGAGEMENT WITH NDB Accounting & Consulting LLC; MINIMIZES 

CORPORATE RISK 

 

 ORLADO, Fla. – May 5, 2007 – iStreet Solutions, LLC (iStreet) today announced it 

has formalized an engagement with the national accounting firm NDB Accounting & 

Consulting, LLC (formerly DuPont and Morgan) to be its auditor for corporate risk and 

governance best practices. Today’s announcement was made at the SAPPHIRE® 2008 

Orlando conference being held May 4-7. 

 NDB’s audit team provides specialization in the data hosting environment. The 

review culminates with the awarding of the SAS-70 Type II certification, which indicates 

iStreet’s business processes are monitored and approved over an extended period. SAS-70 is 

the Sarbanes-Oxley equivalent for data hosting companies, as published by the national 

accounting board, PCAOB (Public Company Accounting Oversight Board).  

 “We are extremely comfortable with iStreet and their excellent customer service for 

our global implementation of SAP® solutions,” said Tony Costa, senior vice president and 

CIO of Bumble Bee Foods.  “We are pleased iStreet is continuing its commitment to provide 

stable, reliable and secure hosting with the addition of the SAS-70 certification.” 

Protection of private information and financial data manipulation has been in the 

news since the Enron and WorldCom failures in the early 2000s. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 

passed by the U.S. Congress in 2004, has established new, rigorous standards for public 

companies. Though not legally required, iStreet has chosen to demonstrate its commitment to 

the high privacy standards embodied in the law by following Sarbanes-Oxley requirements.  

Mark Richter, President of iStreet, emphasizes the importance of protecting 

information it maintains in its control:  “Our customers create millions of transactions every 

year, involving other companies and consumers. iStreet is entrusted to safely secure this 



information 24/7. Though we have always implemented best practices in our industry, we 

feel that a third-party review of our business can only help further that trust.” 

Mark Richter founded iStreet in 2004 to be a Data Hosting Center for small and medium-

sized companies that utilize SAP software solutions to run their businesses.  iStreet has 

quickly become a certified SAP hosting partner for small and mid-sized companies looking 

for an enterprise level of service while lowering their total cost of ownership (TCO). iStreet 

underwent a rigorous review process by SAP in 2005, and again in 2007, receiving 

certification from SAP of its ability to deliver high-quality hosting services.  For more 

information, contact iStreet Solution at 916-373-1933, visit the website at 

www.istreetsolutions.com, or stop by booth #E3 at SAPPHIRE. 
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